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SOrlle Consequences for Hu:manity
Summary

The author postulates the existence ofa magnetic sub
stance ofnegative mass that travels faster than the veloc
ity ofphysical light. It is shown how the interplay be
tween this magnetic substance and our physical sub
stance can be used to explain such phenomena as dema
terialization/materialization events, precognition, heal
ing. etc. The role ofthe conjugate universe in the overall
multidimensional description ofreality is discussed (21,
23).

largely directed at only one of the two space/time dimen
sions-that perceived by the five physical senses. The
other interpenetrating space/time frame is largely
unknown to present science.
The present paper is devoted to a qualitative de
scription of a model for this companion space/time
dimension and a description of the property relationships
between the two space/time dimensions. The model pro
vides a possible explanation of a number of ESP phenom
ena, and some experimental support for the model will
be presented.

introduction

Positive Space/TIme and
Negative Space/Time Cbaraeter:lsdcs

In the author's initial model of substance (17. 19,20.21.
22), the universe was projected as a seven-fold' dimen
sional construct consisting offour non-space/non-time
dimensions. two space/time dimensions and one transi
tional dimension. The space/time dimensions interpene
trate each other and are embedded in the collective non
space/non.time frame with the interfacing occurring via
the transitional frame. In the initial deScription, they
were referred to as physical and etheric; in this paper,
they will be referred to as the positive and negative
space/time frames. The potentials existing at the non
space/non-time levels are thought to act as force fields
which directly influence event coincidence in space/time.
Through human intention changes. the non-space/non
time potentials are altered. and these in tum alter the
imposed boundary conditions on space/time, thus shift
ing the pattern of wave flow and the details or form of
events in space/time. Hence. space/time is clearly a
domain of appearance rather than reality (22). In the
author's model. the non-space/non-time frame is the
"World of Reality" and the space/time frame is the
"World of Appearances". The former, we do not per
ceive with our five physical senses; the latter. we do.
At the "World of Appearances" level. all we can
meaningfully seek to find are consistency relationships
that can be thought of as the set of natural laws connect
ing changing forms. These consistency relationships are
not trivial. Our science of the last 400 years has been
deeply committed to revealing such relationships. and
their utilization towards technological development has
not only enhanced man' s understanding of Nature and of
himself but has also allowed him to control his environ
ment and nourish his life. Thus far. this science has been

The key points held in mind during the invention of
negative space/time were (1) its construction should be
an analogue of physical or positive space/time matter,
(2) it should have special symmetry relationships with
positive space/time substance, (3) the negative space/
time frame should counterbalance the positive space/
time frame. (4) the negative space/time substance
should not be observable by the five physical senses and
(5) if it can fill in some gaps in our present science. then
so much the better.
Using these five points as guideiines, we start with
#4 and postulate first that the particles at the negative
space/time level are superluminal. i.e.• their velocity (v)
is greater than the speed of light (c). It is of interest to
note that. in the extreme relativistic limit (i.e., near the
speed of light). quantum mechanics predicts the possi
bility of a spectrum of negative energy states extending
to minus infinity. Thus. the electromagnetic interaction
allows a particle in a positive energy state to make a tran
sition to one of negative energy and to cascade downward
to lower and lower negative energy states while radiating
unlimited quantities of energy. These states also have
negative mass and are non-observables. However, spe
cial defects or "holes" in this sea of negative energy
states have positive mass and positive momentum and
thus are observables. These "holes" are called anti
particles and the whole spectrum of such defect particles
is called antimatter which our science has already ob
served. In fact. for every particle. we have discovered a
corresponding antiparticle.
Let us now go further and postulate that the parti
cles at the negative space/time level are not only super-
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luminal but have negative mass and are primarily mag
netic in character, in contrast to the electrical character
of particles at the positive space/time level. Now, we not
only satisfy 114. but also #5. Science has searched unceas
ingly for the magnetic monopole (i.e., a single magnetic
pole) because the symmetry of Maxwell's equations
demanded that they exist. However. we have searched in
almost all conceivable places at the physical level and
have come up empty-handed. This would be understand
able if these monopoles existed and were non-observa
bles at the five physical senses level.
This proposal also satisfies #1. #2 and #3 of our list.
The magnetic monopole is indeed analogous to the elec
tric monopole and we could expect atoms. molecules and
substance to be built up from magnetic charges at the
negative space/time level in a fashion analogous to our
electrical structures at the positive space/time level. We
note a symmetry relationship of a mirror type in that
positive mass and energy at the positive space/time level
have their negative mass and energy at the negative
space/time level. This symmetry is noted by considering
that. by a fluctuation process in the domain of the non
space/non-time frame (mind level of the universe).
space/time polar substances of the electrical (v < c) and
magnetic (v >c) nature are formed whose collective
energy is zero. Likewise. the collective momentum can
be zero. In this case, the polar character is thought to
relate to a primary level of coherence of the basic wave
functions in the particles. The electrical property corres
ponds to a specific high level of coherence and the mag
netic property corresponds to a specific low level of
coherence. i.e .• 1 and 0 for the electrical and magnetic
monopole respectively.
A broader range of correlations between these two
classes of substance has been developed and the main
results are presented in Table I where X and X. repre
sent positive and negative space/time substance.
respectively. The first five items have already been dis
cussed. Number 6 arises from a symmetry relationship.
Obviously. if all parts of the magnetic atom or molecule
are travelling faster than electromagnetic (EM) light.
which has velocity c. then, as their particles go through
different energy states. a radiation will be emitted which
must have a velocity greater than c: otherwise. there
would be no communications between the different parts
ofthe atom or molecule. By symmetry, it is presumed
that this magnetoelectric light velocity. ~, will be of the
order of 10 10 c: i.e.• the negative space/time sensing
frame in the human will have ,a velocity as far beyond the
velocity of electromagnetic light. c. as the positive space/
time sensing frame is below it, and c- will be as far above
the negative space/time sensing frame velocity as c is
above that ofthe positive space/time sensing frame. This
leads to c* being a very large number relative to c and
the factor of 10 10 is intended to qualitativelY express
that aspect.
Both 117 and #8 in Table I are represented in Fig. 1
for the energy of a particle as a function of its velocity.
Thus. if we take an electrical particle and increase its
velocity, v, its kinetic energy increases and thus its total
energy increases and, as v approaches the velocity of
electromagnetic light. c. the relativity factor causes the
energy to increase sharply towards plus infinity. When v
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is whhin about 0.1 percent of c, it is thought possible for
the particle to change its state of coherence from State I
to State II and become of magnetic character with a large
negative mass when at rest. so that the electrical particle
tunnels through the light barrier dematerializing in posi.
tive space/time (but materializing as a magnetic particle
in negative space/time) as viewed by our sensory appa
ratus. Further increasing the velocity of the particle de
creases the relativistic effect and thus its total energy
becomes less negative. If we decrease the velocity of the
particle, it retraces the path to more negative energies
until we reach a velocity of 0.1 percent above c, and then
the magnetic particle may dematerialize from the nega
tive space/time frame and materialize in the positive
space/time frame as an electrical particle of large posi
tive energy (provided the coherence shift occurs). We see
here the analogue of black hole and white hole phenom
ena in conventional cosmology. We see further that
dematerialization and materialization phenomena are
accounted for and note that matter does not actually dis·
appear from space but it changes its character to become
non-observable relative to the physical sensory system. It
only appears to be dematerialized; the object only
appears to change its form! And all of our scientific appa
ratus is based upon that logic.
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FIgure 1 - Energy/velocity relatioasbJpa between particles at the posIUve space/time aad negative spau:e/time levels. c 
velocity of Ughi.

Jumping to #11. we recall that the energy of a wave
is proportional to its frequency (E = hv) and a wave-par
ticle duality exists so that as the energy of a particle in
creases. its frequency. v. increases. Thus. in Fig. 1. as
we increase v towards c. we are actually increasing the
vibrational frequency of the particle up to a critical value
Vc before it dematerializes to become a negative space/
time particle. As a magnetic particle. its energy will still
be proportional to its frequency (E = h*v*) so that h*
must be a negative constant and. depending upon its .
magnitude. v*must be much much higher than Vc so that
c;
v*c - Vc represents a large jump in frequency at v
i.e.. the negative space/time frame represents a higher
frequency band of substance than our physical sub
stance. In addition. if we compare magnetoelectric light
(ME) with electromagnetic light (EM) then. since c*/c is
of the order 10 10 . for the same wavelength the ME light
has a frequency ten orders of magn.itude larger than EM
light. This means that the energy content of ME light is
vastly larger in magnitude than that of EM light and
should provide an abundant future energy source if we
can effectively transduce it into positive space/time

=

energies.
Turning to #9. the negative time flow relates to what
we think of as the normal direction of time flow between
cause and effect at the physical level. As an example to
illustrate the point. consider Fig. 2. Here. we represent
an event occurring at the level of Mind as our origin of
time. The wave patterns representative of that event
(thought) impinge upon negative space/time and propa·
gate complex waves in this medium at characteristic
velocities between c and c* producing the required wave
coincidence at time T 1 - TO later. This represents event
manifestation at that level and is an effect derived from
the initial cause. In addition. waves are propagating
directly in positive space/time at much slower character
istic velocities between 0 and c. However. a much speed
ier and surer path for influencing positive space/time is
via the event manifestation in negative space/time. This
wave coincidence stimulates wave motion in the medium
of positive space/time. which flows at a slower rate but
produces an eventual coincidence at a later time T2
representing the event materialization as perceived by
the five physical senses.
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Figure 1
Representatloa of an event at the cause level [MIDd level], Ita maaifestatloa at the Negative Space-TIme
level Tt - TO later, and Ita materfaUzatloa at the Posltfve Space-TIme level T2 - Tt later.
If we had sufficiently well developed sensory appa
ratus ata negative space/time level, we would have had
precognitive awareness ofthe event at a time T2 - T1
before its materialization at the positive space/time
level. Thus. the event at the negative space/time level
would have been noted to occur before the supposed
cause at the positive space/time level (not the real cause
which actually occurred at the Mind level). It would then
appear as if time had flowed in a negative direction to
produce the event at the negative space/time level and in
a positive direction to produce the event at the positive
space/time level. What we call the future, then, coexists
with the present but at a different level of substance in
the universe.
Turning to #10. because of the mirror relationship
existing between the two space/time frames, we must
anticipate that every force present at the positive spacel
time level has a conjugate or counterforce manifesting at
the negative space/time level. Thus. the force of gravita
tion at the physical level is balanced by the force of levi
ration at the negative spacel time level. This will have
obvious manifestations for future technology. Although it
is not listed in Table I, another characteristic that will
have important implications for technology is that
dealing with entropy. As the temperature is raised. we
obtain positive increases in entropy in positive
space/time but a decrease in entropy in negative
space/time.
We find that many clairvoyant and telepathic abili
ties are enhanced when a subject is placed in a Faraday
cage I which screens out electrostatic and electromag
netic waves in the long wavelength range (radio waves
and longer). This seems to diminish the external noise
level and they can "tune in" more completely to the
negative space/time sensing system. In support of this.
if the subject is then placed in a magnetic screen room.
the subject generally loses these abilities. Some few sub
jects seem to be able to regroup. so to speak. and to tap
another sensory network that allows them to perceive
beyond this magnetic screen (probably a mental level
sensory system or a non·electromagnetic or non
magnetoelectric system). This again tends to support the
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postulate of magnetic substance at the negative space/
time level.
From the conventional Maxwell's equations for
electromagnetic energy we know that the flow of electric
charge, i.e .. an electric current Ie generates a magnetic
field H. Likewise. at the negative space/time level. the
flow of magnetic charge. i.e., a magnetic current 1m
generates an electric field E. Thus. at the negative
space/time level. a corresponding set of Maxwell's
equations exist in terms of magnetic charge and mag
netic current. involving the velocity c* of magnetoelectric
energy. Com bining the EM and ME equations leads to a
complete symmetry; however. using only one sensory
system. the usual unsymmetrical set of equations is
observed. Only when both sensory systems are utilized
does the full symmetry appear.
The last item in Table I can only be touched upon
here as a proper description of Space I and Space 11 is
beyond the scope of this paper. I merely wish to state
that although the positive and negative space/time
frames are interpenetrating frames and occupy what is
essentially the same space but at quite different fre
quency levels. the way in which they interact is through a
coupling mechanism. a type of spatial mapping trans
form. The consequences ofthis relationship is that there
appear to be two types of spaces wherein the interior
domain at the Space I level is interactive with the exterior
domain at the Space II level. and vice versa. This means
that every point in positive and negative space/time is
energy coupled, in agreement with the predictions of
quantum mechanics. It is this type of interaction that
generates the "remote viewing" capability presently
being studied by many investigators OJ, 14) and is at the
core of "non-local" forces (1).
One piece of the overall picture neglected so far.
because it makes the model even more complex and diffi
cult to deal with. is the need for, and introduction of, a
third type of space/ time substance of a non- EM and
non-ME character. Its full description is also beyond the
scope of this paper. The requirement for such a sub
stance arises because it is not possible for substance
travelling faster than EM light to interact direcr/y with

substance travelling slower than EM light. A third sub
stance must be present to serve as a connecting fluid for
energy transfer. one which does not suffer from the
phenomenon occurring at the velocity of EM light as
depicted in Fig. 1. Thus. its basic nature must be very
different. I have called this "deltron" energy.
There are a few other interesting correspondences
between the X and the X* substances. some of which will
be introduced later. Let us now turn to enumerating
some of the predictions of the model and adducing some
tentative experimental support for it.

PredJCtloDS and Support
Thus far an explanation has been given for (a) material
ization-dematerialization. (b) precognition. and (c)
remote viewing. In addition. it has been suggested that
(d) magnetoelectric energy would be a good candidate for
telepathic communication, (e) symmetry can be gener
ated in Maxwell's equations. and (f) item (a) above may
relate to black holes and white holes in cosmology.
Some tentative experimental support comes from
the following:

(a) Magnetic Forces. For the last twQ centuries, psychics
have talked repeatedly about magnetic forces and mag
netic substances as being the cornerstone of ESP
phenomena. The enhancement of psychic abilities inside
a Faraday cage and their diminution inside a magnetic
screen room also lends support to the magnetic monopole
postulate. It has been found that dowsers are sensitive to
the gradient, or rate of change, of a magnetic field for
D.C. or A.C. fields. and to the horizontally polarized
magnetic vector of an electromagnetic wave (5). This
sensitivity can be lost when the adrenal glands or the
pituitary gland is properly shielded with a magnetic
screening material (6). We note also the correlation
between magnetism and healing. Careful studies of the
enzyme trypsin have shown that its activity can be
altered by placing sol utions of it between the poles of a
strong magnetic field or between the palms of a healer
(7). (The effect of the healer's hands was comparable to
that found with fields in the range of 10 4 gauss units.) A
more recent study showed these two influences to have
measurable and comparable effects on both the surface
tension of water and upon the enhanced growth rate of
plants (9). A variety of other postulated magnetic effects
on living systems have also been reported (3,4.10,12).
(b) Mirror Image Effect. In a variety of psychic events.
one notes a spatial transposition or mirror image effect.
This has been especially apparent in some of the tele
pathy results of Uri Geller (15). And Soviet experiments
(8) on communication between cells in adjacent hennet·
ically sealed chambers separated by a quartz wall
showed that a pattern of sickness in the cells of the un
treated chamber occurred and developed in a mirror
reflection relationship compared to the pattern in the
inoculated chamber. Also, the mirror image effect is seen
in some ofthe Pavlita psychotronic generator experi
ments which exhibited reversal effects when the gener
ators acted upon the object image as seen reflected in an
actual mirror (11, 16).

(cl Mirror Relationship. If we consider the behavior of
magnetoelectric light versus electromagnetic light on
passing through lenses, an interesting prediction can be
made. Because of the mirror relationship in Table I, ME
light should speed up in passing from air to glass
whereas EM light slows down. Thus. the index of refrac
tion, n*. for ME light should be less than unity in con
trast to the case for EM light where the index of refrac
tion. n, is greater than unity. A convex lens causes EM
light to converge and should cause ME light to diverge.
A concave lens causes EM light to diverge and should
cause ME light to converge. This means that if one takes
a simple Galilean telescope. which contains a concave
lens and a convex lens. and observes an object via EM
light. the experimenter will see (1) a magnified image.
and (2) an erect image (the eye inverts the actual image).
This is our common experience with such viewing. How
ever. if one next observes, at the same location, a nega
tive space/time object via ME light. then the result is
quite different--one sees a reduced and inverted image.
Such a result is not our common experience! However,
some experiments have been carried out by Carlton (2)
with young children who can see certain auric manifesta
tions. Independently of the above predictions, he con
ducted such an experiment and his subjects observed a
reduced and inverted image. observations which exactly
fit the predictions. Moreover, the size ofthe image
varied for different subjects. and this is to be expected as
well if we make a reasonable postulate that the different
subjects have somewhat different sensitivity to different
wavelengths of ME light. Since the value of index of
refraction. n*, will depend upon the wavelength, the
effective focal length will also differ for the different sub
jects and this requires that the de magnification or reduc
tion ratio differ for the different subjects. These observa
tions offer strong support for the present model.
(d) Studies with Biomechanical Transducers. Studies
carried out by Cook and the author (24) using a bio
mechanical transducer (wand) appear to indicate the
presence of an energy other than EM functioning in man.
Whether or not it is the ME energy is not yet certain but
it appears to have certain characteristics with some cor
respondence so that it is useful to discuss it in the follow
ing section.

Non-LocalIzed Forces through
Magnetoeleetric (ME) CouplfDg

Let us begin by considering two high-tension lines about
50 feet apart and 200 feet above the ground. Let us apply
aD. C. electrical voltage across these wires and note what
happens as we increase the voltage. Because of the insu
lation on the wires and the electrical impedance of the
air. the system conducts current without arcing until one
gets up into the 1000 kV range. At very high voltages one
will begin to note electrical discharges occurring between
the lines across the air gap and they become short
circuited. Now, let us do the same experiment with A.C.
voltage at different frequencies. This time. we find that
short.circuiting between the lines occurs at lower volt·
ages. and the higher the frequency of the applied volt
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age. the lower is the voltage at which lateral discharges
occur between the lines. (The reason for the foregoing
behavior is that the air between the wires has an elec
trical capacitive impedance. Ze' which varies inversely
as the frequencY,Ve (Ze = 1I27iVe C e where C e is
the electrical capacitance ofthe air). Thus, as the fre
q uency, V e, is increased. the insulation characteristics
ofthe airde'crease and it becomes a reasonably good
conductor so that the sJ:tort-circuiting phenomenon is an
expected occurrence.
.
Let us now consider the situation at the negative
space/time level, with magnetoelectric (ME) energy.
From what has been said earlier. we are dealing with
frequencies of me order 10 10 higher than those corres
ponding to EM energies ofthe same wavelength. Thus,
the magnetic capacitive impedance, Z*m= 1121T'ln*Crit,
between objects will be very small and we must antici
pate microcurrents of magnetic charge flowing very
readily between objects even at small magnetic voltage
differences. In fact. unchanging environments should
quickly corne to magnetostatic equilibrium. Dynamic in
trusions into such an environment should give rise to
magnetic voltage differentials and magnetic charge re
distribution via environmental magnetic current flow. In
an ever-changing environment, magnetostatic
equilibrium is never reached so that ME fields will be
continuously t1uctuating and magnetic charge distri
butions will be continuously changing. Humans, acting
in part as generators of such fields at a certain magnitude
level. will obviously influence their local charge distri
bution. Flowing underground streams will also generate
such fields and perhaps it is this which activates the
dowser's sensitive circuits.
We will extend this line of discussion later but let us
first consider some experimental results obtained with
the use of a particular biomechanical transducer (18.24).
In this case. the device is a type of wand held in the hand.
consisting of 1116 inch diameter spring steel. about 26
inches long. with a half-nut epoxied on one end and a
1/2·inch diameter. S-inch long, thick-walled steel or
aluminum tube epoxied to the other end. It is the type of
device that some dowsers use for indicating the depth of
an underground stream, its linear rate of flow, its volume
rate of flow, and the direction of water flow. The motion
of the wand tip is the output stage of the information
conversion properties of the device. The proposed
mechanism is that ME or another non-physical energy
stream enters the body as a carrier wave plus super
imposed message wave. Some organs or sensory net
works of the body guide this information to that aspect of
the brain or mind that registers and interprets the
information. To reveal the information at a conscious
level. the brain or mind sends the appropriate signal
down to the hand holding the wand. causing it to move so
that information can be coded. Our initial experiments
(24) suggested that it is the small muscles of the wrist
and hand that generate the specific mode of wand
motion. For proper functioning, this muscle movement is
to be carried out at an unconscious level with the con
scious mind remaining totally neutral.
The general mode of wand tip motion is that of an
ellipse varying from flat to round. and with either clock
wise or counterclockwise steady rotation or oscillatory
rotation. In the extremes. this leads to five distinctive
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periodic modes of motion-clockwise circular rotation.
counterclockwise circular rotation. oscillatory circular
rotation. vertical linear oscillation and horizontal linear
oscillation (24). It has been observed that different
chemical substances placed in jars produce different
modes of motion of the wand. Likewise, different regions
of the human body yield different modes of wand motion.
However, although an individual investigator who is sen
sitive enough to obtain wand motion may observe defi
nite and specific motions of a reproducible nature for a
specific set of materials. a different investigator may find
that some of his wand motions are different for the same
set of materials. From this we can conclu4e that one sen
sitive human has slightly different internal circuitry or
different spectral sensitivity from another so that the
wand motions will be different for some materials. The
particular motion is therefore not meaningful until the
individual's code is known. However, when an experi
ment is performed and a before-and-after change occurs
in the wand motion. then we can say that a definite
energy change has occ.urred, no matter what the specific
code of a given investigator.
The foregoing has been largely background for
understanding what is to follow, but one further piece of
data must be given. Our early experiments (21) indicated
that three energy circuits exist in the body for this
energy-causing wand motion. For a right-handed energy
structure (wand held in right hand). energy enterS the
body via (a) the sole of the left foot. (b) the left palm and
(c) the left eye, and leaves the body via (d) the sole of the
right foot. (e) the right palm and (f) the right eye.
Although it can enter via either (a). (b) or (c). and exit via
either of (d). (e) or (f), strong circuits seem to be. firstly.
(a) to (d) via the legs and pelvic area, secondly. (b) to (e)
via the arms and trunk area, and thirdly, (c) to (f) via the
skull and base of brain area. Certain experiments can be
performed which block the energy flow in these three cir
cuits (as determined by absence of wand motion at sole of
foot. palm or eye) for a temporary period of about 4--5
minutes. and other experiments have been performed to
reinstate the energy flow. They are relevant here primar
ily in order to realize that they can be used as a technique'
for investigating energy changes at a subtle level. A few
of these experiments that seem to bear on the proposed
model of magnetoelectric energy are described below.
(a) Healing. The first of these relates to the healing of
oneself or another and involves either the two-handed
technique or the one hand plus wand and discharge jar
technique (24). Suppose we have a lower back stiffness
that is troubling us sufficiently to make us contemplate a
visit to the chiropractor. By placing our two hands on
either side of the spine, we can cause ME energy to cir
culate through our arms. the trunk of our body and the
area of the back. The better a conductor of this energy we
have become, then the greater will be the ME current
flow through this region of the back. This ME current
seems to stimulate the flow of other currents at the
physical level such that nourishment goes to that region
of the back and the muscles relax. By starting as high up
on the back as can be reached. holding for a few minutes.
and repeating on down to the tail-bone, in three or four
steps for a total time of the order of 10 to IS minutes, this
region of the back relaxes and seems to receive nourish·

ment so that the severity of the problem diminishes and
eventually disappears. In my own case. a yearly se
quence of monthly or bimonthly visits to the chiropractor
was the norm. However. since using the above technique
for five to ten minutes every morning for the past three or
four years. there has been no need to seek outside assis
tance. In this technique. the hands are placed on the
clothes and the energy passes through the clothing. Of
course. some people are better conductors than others
and will note a greater benefit in a shorter time.
Using the wand and discharge jar technique. one
places the left hand (for those whose circuitry is such that
the energy enters the left side) on the sore region of the
back (on the clothing) and the wand. held in the right
hand. is placed close to the discharge jar. which contains
a combination· of oscillating polarity materials (basically a
mixture of things that are poisonous or deleterious to the
body) (24). The amplitude of wand motion indicates the
severity of the condition and the wand is held there until
the amplitude drops to zero. This indicates that the in
compatible energy causing the sore back has been
temporarily drained from that region and the back
generally feels better after one has treated all the affect
ed regions (24). Once again. the energy travels through
clothing and the rate of discharge of the condition
depends on how good a conductor one is of this energy.
In addition. the rate of discharge is greater if one touches
the acupuncture points of the local area. especially those
that are sore. In this case. the key point to be made is
that energy changes. as detected by changes in wand
motion. occur in a systematic way that are not consistent
with EM energy. and the subject feels physically better
after the treatment. Of course. any person can develop
himself to do this. either for his own or another's body.

(b) Incompatibility. As an extension of (a) suppose we
take an apple that has been sprayed with insecticide. If
we check its polarity with the wand. we will find it to be
oscillating. This means that it is incompatible with and
not beneficial for our body (24). Next. if we hold this
apple in our left hand and the wand in our right hand
close to the discharge jar. we will observe oscillating
motion of the wand tip which. from the experience of (a).
we have come to feel denotes a withdrawal of incompat
ible energies from the apple and passage through our
bodies to finally reside in the discharge jar. This proce
dure is continued until no further wand motion occurs. no
matter what portion ofthe apple is touched. At this
stage. if one checks the polarity of the apple. he will find
that it has been altered. Now it will exhibit a bipolar
character or perhaps even a unipolar character (24).
Here. the important point is that a change in the type of
wand motion occurred. This is tentative support for the
proposal that there is a level of chemistry or energy other
than the normal which is operating in materials. and that
its content and character can be altered by certain
specific practices.
(c) Nan-Local Farces. Insights relating to non-local
forces have come from a number of experiments. The
first came early in my experience with Wayne Cook. the
dowser who initiated my introduction into this work. On

many occasions. Wayne would be at one side of the room
performing an experiment while I was on the other writ
ing notes. and the particular experiment would knock out
one or more of his energy circuits. Often. I would subjec
tively note a feeling of something having changed in me.
Next. Wayne would notice his condition and utilize a
technique for correcting it. He would then walk over and
check my circuits with the wand and generally find that
the same circuits were also knocked out in me. My circuit
balance would be restored and we would then proceed
with the experiment. We later found that the condition of
my circuits had an influence on the detailed results that
he would detect from across the room in experimenting
with the wand.
A more specific experiment occurred when my son
Jeff and a friend turned up at the University during one
of my days with Wayne. We decided to test the energy
linkage idea by sending Jeff and his friend about SO feet
down the hall. Then we knocked out my eye circuit (by
my looking at the end of my nose for about 20 seconds)
and quickly brought Jeff and his friend back into the
room. Checking the eye circuit showed that his was
knocked out. Next. while Wayne continued to check Jeff.
I followed the technique needed to restore my eye circuit
and Jeff's also was immediately restored. Here we noted
not only a non-local force interaction but one that was
sensitized by a family linkage. Our general experience
has been that either an emotional or a mental linkage
between people enhances the non-local energy inter
activeness of their circuits.

(el) Restoring Circuits. Another stage in the study of

non-local forces occurred when we noted that (a) looking
up at normal fluorescent lights knocked out the eye cir
cuit. and (b) holding the left palm up to these fluorescent
lights knocked out the hand circuit. In searching to rec
tify this serious influence in our research environment.
we found that placing a specific substance within about
18 inches of the middle of the light fixture eliminated the
effect. This substance was a positive polarity substance
consisting of some beneficial herbs (24). The important
point to note here is that in merely placing a suitable
material in the field environment rather than in the
actual electrical circuit. an energy change could be
noted. It was also subjectively noted that less eye fatigue
seemed to occur while we were working in the treated
room.
A similar effect was noted with television sets.
When a set is turned off. the screen exhibits a bipolar
type of wand response. When it is on. however. the
screen exhibits an oscillating polarity which can knock
out the eye. hand. or leg circuit if one either looks
towards the screen. or holds the left palm or left sole
towards it. By hanging a package of the neutralizing sub
stance from the back of the TV chassis or just setting it on
top of the set. we can alter the screen polarity back to a
bipolar character and those circuits are no longer
knocked out. Once again. the SUbjective feeling is a
reduction in eyestrain while watching TV with the set in
the neutralized condition. Some similar effects have been
noted with other electrical equipment in the laboratory
but a detailed study is still to be made.
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A few experiments have been run using a Faraday
cage. and the most pertinent for us is the following: With
a material just inside the wall of the Faraday cage and
the wand-holder outside the closed cage. the same type
of wand motion was found as when the material was also
outside the cage. The reverse experiment of the material
being located just outside the wall of the cage and the
wand-holder inside the closed cage gave identical
results. The conclusion drawn from the experiment is
that we are not dealing with intermediate frequency
electromagnetic energies in these wand responses.
DISCLAIMER: The reader should be aware ofthe fact
that the wand-holder can influence the type and degree
of wand motion with his conscious mind. Thus. if he
strongly thinks that a certain result should be obtained.
he can unintentionally create that result and delude him
self. Whether or not such errors have crept into the
experiments reported above is not known. It will take
many more tests by other investigators before we can be
certain of the correctness of these reported observations.
Thus for the time being we should accept these conclus
ions as only tentative. albeit interesting. and go on from
there. We wiII continue to be faced with this dilemma so
long as humans are part of the measuring circuit.
At this point. however. 1 wish to accept as generally
valid a good fraction of the general conclusions that can
be drawn from (a) through (d) above and return to our
earlier discussion at the beginning of the last section con
cerning the long-range interaction of ME energy. One
main deduction is that we live in a type of integrated
energy circuit with some very interesting consequences.

The Humaa lDtegrated C"m:uit
In the area of semiconductor technology. a major devel
opment of the past decade has been the integrated elec
trical circuit. This consists of a total electronic system
being constructed in and on a wafer of silicon with a total
size smaller than a U.S. twenty-five-cent piece. This ad
vance has shrunk the size of equipment over the past
three decades from several cubic feet to less than the
volume of a quarter. This has been achieved by recogniz
ing that the proper spatial distribution and sizes of dif
ferent types of conductors. which have specifically
tailored levels of conductivity. yield an electrically inter
active kind of device having predictable and reliable
properties. Some of these properties relate to frequency
dependent filtering of electrical signals. frequency
dependent amplification of electrical signals. frequency
dependent delay lines for electrical signals. etc. They are
devices for transforming the character of electrical infor
mation. Importantly, it is found that if the spatial location
of these conductive regions is shifted slightly (by as little
as 0.001 centimeter) or their conductivity shifted by only
a fraction, the properties of the output information from
the devices can be grossly altered. This ;s because the
active elements of the circuits are so closely spaced rela
tive to the range ofthe important electrical forces involv
ed that a slight shift produces a synergistic perturbation
of the entire electrical field structure ofthe device. At
that level. everything is electrically interactive with
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everything else in the circuit. This is why it is called an
integrated circuit--only the integral effect is relevant.
Switching now from the EM level of materials to the
ME level of materials. we have postulated and found
some support for the idea of non-local forces operating at
the ME level. We may thus conclude that, at this level.
man lives in an integrated circuit all the time. Via a mag
netic capacitive coupling, he is in interactive communi
cation with the other people as well as the walls. furni
ture, books. and so on of the room he is in. Albeit a subtle
force, influenceable by his mind. his energy circuits at
the ME level are being supported or perturbed by every
thing around him-leading to exhilaration, neutrality, or
exhaustion as the range of possible effects. Thus, the
result of a group meeting in a particular room is to pro
duce an integrated circuit effect at the ME level which, in
turn, influences our personal energy structure at the EM
level and thus our observable behavior as detected by
positive space/time instruments. We have all noted such
a synergistic coupling between a group of actors per
forming a play and an audience viewing the play. Like
wise. we have all heard about the individuals who can
perform certain psychic feats in private or in the com
pany of an emotionally supportive group but who fail
miserably in the presence of an overly critical audience.
I would propose that it is the ME integrated circuit effect
in operation that is responsible. The energy structure of
the several critics so alters the frequency response of the
total local environment that the psychic is no longer in an
allowable frequency spectrum for a successful perform
ance. Recognizing this integrated circuit effect. investi
gators who wish to have psychics perform before severe
critics should take the precaution of developing a group
of energy supportive people who would be present
during such demonstrations. Their presence and spatial
distribution would be used to maintain the needed spec
tral distribution of ME energy in spite of the energy field
loading by-the severe critics.
Investigators need to be aware of the fact that they
are part of the system being studied at the ME level.
Thus their particular temporal properties of emotion.
mind. etc .• can tune the system under study into a
slightly different region of the relevant frequency
spectra. This makes it extremely difficult to achieve the
kinds of reproducible results that are found in conven
tional physical science, i.e•. the act of performing an
experiment sufficiently perturbs the environment that it
is almost impossible to return to the initial state for a
repeat test. Within this framework we can note the
importance of personal artitude on the outcome of a stud y
or event. Positive versus negative attitudes seem to alter
our state of ME charge generation which changes the
ME field distribution and frequency spectrum ofthe local
environment. thus shifting the domain of possible
results.
The foregoing has only scratched the surface of this
topic. The role of these conjugate universes in the con
struction of our "world simulator" (21) will be discussed
more fully in the fourth and final paper of this series (25).
The overall conclusion of these papers is that we are
elements of spirit. indestructible and eternal. and multi
plexed in the Divine. And we contain a mechanism of
perception which is the Mind. In this modeling, the Mind

is postulated to function in a 6-dimensional space lattice.
This Mind creates a vehicle for experience and we. the
Spiritual Being plus perception mechanism. invest our·
selves in that vehicle which runs a continuously pro
grammed course (21). The stuff used for the construction
of the vehicle or simulator, if you like. is of the two conju
gate natures discussed in the present paper. The total
sum of the twO energies of these substances is zero, as is
the sum of their entropies. The total simulator is created
out of empty space. the space ofthe Mind. via a fluctua
tion process. Thus. this vehicle world is just the "world
of appearances and form." the world of relative reality
that we shape with our minds. Outside ofthat is the
Absolute!
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